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Falling in Love Again Jun 18 2021 The ultimate guide to contemporary romantic comedy,
Falling in Love Again offers a timely new assessment of this hugely popular phenomenon.
Romantic comedy has long been a mainstay of the movies, from the classic screwballs of the
1930s, through to Woody Allen's "nervous comedies" of the 1970s and the current great
Hollywood revival, with modern classics such as Maid in Manhattan and Lost in Translation. Yet
rom-coms have often struggled to be taken seriously. This original anthology from an
international collection of contributors updates, revisits and reflects on today's romantic
comedies. It considers the films and issues that illustrate the breathtaking diversity of the
genre, from the queer pleasures of Miss Congeniality and the rom-com persona of J-Lo and Bill
Murray, to high school prom-coms and indie romantic comedies. It also explores the new malecentred romances like Wedding Crashers and looks further afield into the healing power of
romantic love in the Bollywood hit Raja Hindustani. These themes and more are covered in a
book that takes the romantic comedy seriously, while also examining the many pleasures of
this continually regenerating film form. Includes stills from some of the best known and well
loved rom-coms of recent years, as well as a comprehensive filmography.
Hustle Sweet Love Sep 29 2019 From small-town streets to high-fashion runways, one model’s
life changes and love will never be the same. By the author of Diamonds and Pearls. Leaving
Tulsa, Oklahoma, behind for the glamorous life of a fashionista in New York City, model Lacy
Kinsgley finds herself on an adventurous journey of self‐discovery. Lacy’s all‐American good
looks and sexy fashion sense not only help her land a job at fabulous Fad Magazine, but also
get her into mischief when she is mistaken for a high‐priced escort by a charismatic and
powerful publishing magnate. One passionate encounter with cool‐headed Michael soon grows
into something much more, as Lacy’s life is changed in ways a small‐town girl would have
never dreamed.
Chasing Bliss May 18 2021 Dizzy Dog. Bossy Goat. Legendary Love. Bliss Galore, a successful
lawyer who left home right after high school, returns to Dogwood, Colorado because her ditzy
mother has eloped and someone has to save the family farm. After a decade away, Bliss never
expects to run into the one person she ran from. When he becomes Bliss's new boss through a

series of unforeseen circumstances, things get interesting. The new boss, Luke McPherson,
her former high school adversary and deepest fantasy, is now a lawyer who helps nonprofits.
He lives and works by his own code. With his grandfather ill, Luke is home to help run the
family law firm. Working with Bliss again was definitely not in the plan. Luke hasn't seen her
since she left Dogwood after their one night together. Talk about unfinished business. Bliss is
an uptight professional and likes it that way. Kind of. Luke pushes her out of her comfort zone,
which tests him, as well. Quirky situations and verbal sparring don't help. Can two opposites
who both left home to make their marks find that Dogwood is where that is meant to happen?
With a legal battle throwing them together, will they be able to find who's behind the land grabs
in time? Will the one-time lovers be able to find their perfect match? Each book in the Dogwood
series is stand-alone and can be read in any order. However, this is the order in which they
were published: A Match in Dogwood anthology Chasing Bliss by Jodi Anderson Sit. Stay.
Love. by Pam McCutcheon Love at First Bark by Jude Willhoff Must Love Dogs by Karen Fox
Second Chance Ranch by Sharon Silva A Dogwood Christmas anthology Dogwood Secrets
Unsealed anthology Her Fake Fiancé by Karen Fox Second Chance Cowboy by Sharon Silva
The Ghost of Dogwood by Laura Hayden Fiancée for Hire by Pam McCutcheon Welcome Home,
Soldier by Angel Smits A Dogwood Valentine anthology #KissMeKieran by Torie Fox Dogwood
Fortunes Revealed anthology Dogwood, Colorado: where the best things in life are rescued.
Holiday Heart-On Jun 30 2022 Get a head start on the holiday spirit by reading for a great
cause! Nineteen of today's most entertaining rom-com authors have teamed up on
#Books4Beats. This collection of festive shorts ranges from sweet to steamy and promises to
entertain. 100% of proceeds will benefit the American Heart Association's Go Red for Women®
movement, an initiative designed to increase women's heart health awareness and serve as a
catalyst for change to improve the lives of women globally.AuthorsSylvie StewartBrenda St
John BrownArell RiversPiper RayneMarika RayTracey PedersenRoxie NoirMK MeredithClaire
MartiElizabeth LynxStina LindenblattTawdra KandleMelonie JohnsonChristina HovlandHope
EllisDylann CrushKameron ClaireSerena BellAmy Award
Cottage on Sunshine Beach Dec 25 2021 The stunning new summer story from the bestselling
author of Summer at Buttercup Beach. Step into the delightful seaside village of Sandcastle
Bay, where you'll discover golden sand, welcoming smiles and an unforgettable romance...
Melody Rosewood loves her new home in idyllic Sandcastle Bay. The beautiful little cottage on
the edge of Sunshine Beach, with its bright yellow door and view of the sea has captured her
heart. And she loves being close by to her family and best friend Tori Graham. Life by the sea
is pretty much perfect, there's just one thing missing... Gorgeous Jamie Jackson, with his
cheeky grin and adorable puppy, works as a sculptor opposite Melody's jewellery shop. From
the moment he and Melody meet sparks fly. But despite their instant attraction, a past
heartache is holding Jamie back. As Melody starts to make a life for herself in the close-knit,
quirky seaside community, she realises Jamie could be the one for her. But as the two of them
take a chance on romance, it's one dating disaster after another. Are they destined to always
be just good friends? Or will Melody finally find her happily-ever-after in Sandcastle Bay? A
perfect, feel-good summer read that will make you want to escape to the beach for a romantic
day in the sun. If you enjoy reading Sarah Morgan, Jenny Oliver and Lucy Diamond this book is
for you. Read what everyone is saying about Holly Martin: 'Wow! Every time I pick up a Holly
Martin book I devour it within hours... Holly Martin's writing is more than a 5 star rating...'
Goodreads Reviewer 'OMG this is Holly's best book ever I haven't laughed so much in ages ...
hilarious and endearing ... The chemistry is electric (and steamy too).' Goodreads 'Every page
of this book was delicious and impossible to put down... a beautifully written tale, that was
funny and well thought out ... Swoonsome, flirty and downright gorgeous.' Escapades of a
Bookworm 'This is a hug in a book and I found it simply delightful.' Goodreads Reviewer
'Utterly enchanted by this incredibly romantic story, set in a picturesque location... written by

one of the queens of rom coms - Holly Martin! I devoured this book!' Rachel's Random Reads,
5 stars 'A beautiful summer read with sizzling hot romance.' Jessica's Book Biz
Rom Zom Com Aug 01 2022 Rom Zom Com, brought to you by KnightWatch Press is a
collection of twelve lovingly crafted tales by a whole host of talented writers, blending the best
of the zombie genre with a touch of romance and a few laughs. And you know what? Zombies
need love too. In this collection of stories there's romance, comedy and the creeping undead
looking for love, looking for brains and going about their business while survivors figure out
they've still got the urge. The opening story, Generation Z, has an offer that's hard to refuse. In
Fitting In you'll find a tale of a being an outsider. In Nesting Instinct, love drives dangerous
heroics while The Ardent Dead sees romance beyond the ages. One mother makes do in the
story, Family Life, while Barney, a beloved cat, causes quite some trouble in another. Faye
finds love in an unexpected place in Faye of the Dead and Lucinda discovers journals are not
all they're cracked up to be in Living Dead in Miami. How you deal with hungry relatives is the
problem in Fifty Years going on Forever, and in Jenny a young man finds his heroism. In Sing
For Your Life we find out just what gets the dead grooving while one of the most unpleasant of
people gets to go on a Blind Date in the last tale. With stories from, among others, Christine
Morgan, David Williamson, Nick Zaino III and Nicholas Knight, you'll find yourself loving, crying
and screaming to the very last page.
On the Rox Dec 13 2020 DTF. Support your local girl gang! Me and my dirty, tough female
besties were hell—and tacos on wheels. Who knew that my homemade Shizzle Sauce would be
the key ingredient to my happily ever after? Destiny had a wicked sense of humor—that was
for sure. After surviving a toxic relationship, I vowed to never let myself be controlled by a man
again. With the help of my girl gang, I was rebuilding my life—one taco at a time. My trusty
snack wagon—The Pink Taco Truck—hadn’t steered me wrong yet. This time, it led me straight
to a hottie restaurant owner with a sexy Australian accent, who just so happened to love my
secret sauce. He made me an offer I couldn’t refuse. But that wasn’t the only thing I was unable
to turn down. Jay was everything I could ever want in a man, but he wasn’t without heartache of
his own. In fact, he’d been around the world, and he had the baggage to prove it. Good thing I
was always up for an adventure!
The Broadview Anthology of Romantic Drama Oct 11 2020 The London theatres arguably were
the central cultural institutions in England during the Romantic period, and certainly were
arenas in which key issues of the time were contested. While existing anthologies of Romantic
drama have focused almost exclusively on “closet dramas” rarely performed on stage, The
Broadview Anthology of Romantic Drama instead provides a broad sampling of works
representative of the full range of the drama of the period. It includes the dramatic work of
canonical Romantic poets (Samuel Coleridge’s Remorse, Percy Shelley’s The Cenci, and Lord
Byron’s Sardanapalus) and important plays by women dramatists (Hannah Cowley’s A Bold
Stroke for a Husband, Elizabeth Inchbald’s Every One Has His Fault, and Joanna Baillie’s Orra).
It also provides a selection of popular theatrical genres—from melodrama and pantomime to
hippodrama and parody—most popular in the period, featuring plays by George Colman the
Younger, Thomas John Dibdin, and Matthew Gregory Lewis. In short, this is the most wideranging and comprehensive anthology of Romantic drama ever published. The introduction by
the editors provides an informative overview of the drama and stage practices of the Romantic
Period. The anthology also provides copious supplementary materials, including an Appendix
of reviews and contemporary essays on the theater, a Glossary of Actors and Actresses, and a
guide to further reading. Each of the ten plays has been fully edited and annotated.
Adult Supervision Required - A Romantic Comedy Jun 06 2020 “We don’t lick people.” “Don’t
we?” Nora Lindberg doesn’t let life get her down. Disowned by her family and left by the man
who was supposed to love her for the rest of their lives, she packs up her kids and goes in
search of a second chance. The small town she lands in was meant to be her fresh start, her

chance at a better life. But instead she’s a broke single mom who spends her nights looking for
the chocolate she hid from her kids. When her ex lands on the local motorcycle club’s most
wanted list and leads them straight to her door, her life is once again turned upside down. But
maybe a broody hot guy on a motorcycle is just the thing she never asked for but got, anyway.
Now the only question is: Will he be her savior or her downfall? This is a standalone romantic
comedy and a Sweet Dreams Series spin-off. Expect a slow burn romance with a hot and
broody biker, a single mom and a lot of laughs. Note from the author: My characters use bad
language (sometimes) and like to get it on. There is no cheating in my books and they all have
a HEA.
Summer in San Remo (Choc Lit) Jan 02 2020 Anything could happen when you spend summer
in San Remo … Running her busy concierge service usually keeps Cassie Travers fully
occupied. But when a new client offers her the strangest commission she's ever handled she
suddenly finds herself on the cusp of an Italian adventure, with a man she thought she would
never see again. Jake McQuire has returned from the States to his family-run detective agency.
When old flame Cassie appears in need of help with her mysterious client, who better than
Jake to step in? Events take the pair across Europe to a luxurious villa on the Italian Riviera.
There, Cassie finds that the mystery she pursues pales into insignificance, when compared to
another discovery made along the way …
The Other Half of Happiness Sep 09 2020 Sofia Khan is just married. But no-one told her life
was going to be this way . . . Her living situation is in dire straits, her husband Conall is distant,
and his annoyingly attractive colleague is ringing all sorts of alarm bells. When her mother
forces them into a belated wedding ceremony (elopement: you can run, but you can't hide),
Sofia wonders if it might be a chance to bring them together. But when it forces Conall to
confess his darkest secret, it might just tear them apart. A book to make you smile, laugh and
cry, this is the story of a mixed-race marriage and a mixed-up family, for anyone who's ever
struggled to balance their pride with their principles, or stuck around to try to mend a broken
heart. PRAISE FOR AYISHA MALIK 'Snort-diet-Coke-out-of-your-nostrils funny . . . will resonate
with any woman who's looking for love' Red 'Funny and sparky . . . huge fun.' Jenny Colgan
'The feminist romantic comedy you've been waiting for' Elle 'Fun, fresh and funny' Mhairi
McFarlane 'The perfect blend of comedy and romance' Independent
The Holiday Cottage by the Sea Jul 20 2021 Tori Graham is in need of a holiday. Trying to
piece her heart back together after losing the love of her life, she escapes to gorgeous
Sandcastle Bay. Tori's not expecting her summer by the beach to be eventful, until she meets
handsome and mysterious Aidan Jackson... Aidan looks after the holiday cottage Tori is
staying in. Healing from past hurts, he wants to avoid any further chance of heartache. But
could this newcomer be the breath of fresh air he needs? As Tori starts to fall in love with
Sandcastle Bay and its welcoming cast of residents, she also finds herself swept away by
Aidan's genuine heart and mischievous sense of humour. The attraction between them is
undeniable. So when Tori's stay in Sandcastle Bay comes to an end she has a tough decision
to make... Has her heart found a new place to call home?
Love Under Construction Nov 11 2020 Hunter Hart knows construction. He knows relationships
hurt after watching his parents self destruct. Somehow he forgot all the warnings when Taylor
Jane Bryant blasted through the crumbling foundation around his heart. Taylor Jane Bryant
knows home design.Well... she thinks she knows based on marathon sessions of her favorite
television show. Now she's all grown up and ready to nail the last stud, Hunter Hart. A romantic
comedy by M.C. Cerny, Love Under Construction is book one in the Love By Design series.
Meet a sullen, stubborn hero with a 2x4 stuck up his rear about falling in love, and a heroine
who has watched every episode of the Property Brothers ready to flip her dream house.
Between every construction nightmare possible, animals that need to move out, and friends
determined to interfere, what could possible go right? Each book in the LBD series is a

standalone HEA romance.
Shopping for a Billionaire: The Complete Collection May 06 2020 Nine hundred fifty-six
thousand eight hundred and one words. Sounds like the beginning of a Broadway theme song
(yes, the numbers are off, but hey…). Instead, it’s the word count on this 17-book boxed set!
Shopping for a Billionaire: The Complete Collection includes all of the New York Times and
USA Today bestselling books in Julia Kent’s romantic comedy billionaire saga. This HUGE
anthology gives contemporary romance readers a whole new world to sink into, with office
romance, urban and small-town fun, plenty of opposites attracting and enemies to lovers
transitions that end in a happily ever after. Whether you love rom coms, chick-lit, or romance
novels that make you laugh, this boxed set is for you. Want meet-cutes? Plenty of them in here.
Fish-out-of-water? Grumpy hero and sunshine heroine? Second chances? Yep. Proposals,
weddings, honeymoons, babies, first Christmases and other holidays? Come on in and check
out the series. It all starts when mystery shopper Shannon Jacoby meets billionaire Declan
McCormick while in disguise in the men’s room in one of his stores. Romance isn’t in her job
description, but suddenly, life heats up as their unexpected encounter leads to an undeniable
attraction. Plus, even her cat loves him. When a grumpy cat loves your billionaire boyfriend,
you keep the guy. Right? By the end of the collection, they’re married, have a baby, and are
trying for more. Along the way, her best friend marries his brother (spoiler!), her two sisters flirt
with his other brother and his Scottish cousin, and it’s all interconnected, with so much heart,
plenty of swoon, and more laughs than you can count. If you’re never read Julia Kent’s
romantic comedy series, now’s your chance for a truckload of hilarious humorous fiction. Dive
in and shop for your very own billionaire*. Warning: Julia is not responsible for readers who
laugh in bed and keep partners awake. Read responsibly. *Billionaire not guaranteed.
Loved you Once Aug 09 2020 After a week off the grid, I finally get reception and the first
voicemail I hear stuns me. "You're summoned to Baker's Creek by the late William Tower
Aldridge." Twelve Years. It's been twelve years since the last time I heard from the Aldridge
family. That one voicemail changes everything—I need the money the late William offers. In
exchange, I have to live eighteen months in Baker's Creek. I've survived cancer, the jungle, and
the plague. This should be easy compared to all that, right? Or so I think until...I see him.
Confident, charismatic, bitter, sexy as hell, Doctor Hayes Benjamin Aldridge. My first love, my
first kiss—my late husband's brother. He hates me. He still hasn't forgiven me for walking out
on him, and I can't blame him. It's been over ten years, and I still have feelings for him. But I
faked it once and I can fake it twice. I can survive eighteen months and that'll be the last time I
see the Aldridge brothers. Isn't it? The Baker's Creek Billionaire Brothers series is a romantic
comedy saga packed with the perfect mix of angst, tears, and laughs. If you like strong
heroines & alpha males, steamy romances and witty love stories, this series is for you!
Some Call It Attraction Nov 23 2021 “This book was once again the perfect mix of the author’s
sweet and quirky characters from the small town of Humptulips.” Goodreads reviewer Two
best friends. One lie. A second chance neither of them expected. He’s used to champagne and
caviar. She’s used to burgers and boxed wine. They’re as opposite as two people can get, yet
they became best friends, anyway. And all it took to tear them apart was a lie. Years later,
Rayna lands a role as a contestant on a reality TV show. The last person she expects to run
into on set is Grayson, reminding her of the easy friendship they once had. And the feelings
they both tried so hard to ignore resurface. And this time, they refuse to stay buried. What will
Grayson do when he finds out the reason Rayna left all those years ago? Because she can’t
walk away a second time. Not even when being with him could get her kicked off the show.
This is the fifth book in the Sweet Dreams series and a second-chance, friends-to-lovers
romantic comedy. It can be read as a standalone. Note from the author: In order not to get
kicked out of the good (okay goodish.... fine, sometimes good) girls club, I’d like to point out
that I write steamy romcoms and my characters use bad language (sometimes) and like to get

it on. There’s no cheating and all my books have a HEA. #secondchanceromance
#friendstoloversromance #secondchance #friendstolovers #contemporaryromance #romcom
#romanticcomedy #humour #humor #realitytvshow #baking
Dreams and Schemes Nov 04 2022 Nothing Goes as Planned When an Injured Cop Hires a
Single Mom to Aid His Recovery AND, a Lucky Lady Discovers That Love and Billiards Have
Much in Common in Dreams and Schemes, a Romantic Comedy from Marilyn Campbell
--Present Day, Florida-- Man with a Plan Officer Jake Slaughter arrives home, exhausted after a
double shift to discover an intruder in his bathroom. He draws his gun...on a young woman
scrubbing his shower. Kathy often wondered about the cop whose house she cleaned. She just
hadn't imagined him naked or pointing a gun at her. But, when he offers her a job while he
recovers from an injury, she accepts. Though the physical attraction is mutual, their life plans
are incompatible. Jake wants a stay-at-home wife, Kathy wants a career and is dead-set against
marriage. For Jake, persuading Kathy to marry him will require compromise, the one skill this
street cop has never mastered. Lucky Lady Case Hardin didn't recognize the blonde. Clearly,
she was no amateur pool player. So, what did she want from him? Joey Duval was twelve when
she met "Hard-Case" in the back room of her parents' pool hall. Stricken with puppy-love, she
taught him her secret trick-shot in exchange for a favor. Since then, the awkward girl became a
beautiful woman and Case left the world of competitive pool behind. But Joey never forgot her
interlude with the legendary shooter or his promise. And now, thirteen years later, she's ready
to collect. Publisher Note: These two fun-filled, romantic comedies contain mild profanity and
steamy sex that will be enjoyed by adult readers of sexy, humorous romance. "Splashes of
humor in this sometimes sweet, sometimes sexy romance make for a fun, fast read." ~Book
Nook "Marilyn Campbell stirs up a thoroughly entertaining, lighthearted story with plenty of
steamy romance when she mixes the game of pool with a hot guy hiding from his past and an
ambitious gal seeking revenge." ~Rendezvous Reviews
Summer in the City Mar 28 2022 'Absolute rom com perfection!' Sometimes the one thing
you're looking for is right in front of you... Stephen is on a very personal mission to find his
father as per the wishes in their mother's will. But he has no idea where to start, not that he's
going to tell anyone that... When Noelle, native New Yorker, daughter of a detective and
desperate for a distraction from the novel she's been struggling to write, offers to help, it feels
like the perfect solution. Except the last time she spoke to Stephen he thought they'd be seeing
the New Year in together and instead she stood him up and sold him out! Stephen's big
enough and been around the block enough times to understand that all is fair in love and war,
isn't he? But when Stephen accepts her offer and they begin their search across the city, it
soon becomes clear that the weather isn't the only thing that's heating up. A heartwarming
summer romance perfect for fans of Heidi Swain, Sarah Morgan and Holly Martin. *** Readers
have fallen in love with Summer in the City... 'It left me with a great big smile on my face' Books
and Bookends Blog 'Delightful, deliciously romantic...it's got everything I look for in a feel-good
novel' 'Sometimes all a girl needs is a 100% feel-good romance. And this is the perfect
example!' 'A vibrant story full of laughter, poignancy and romance' 'I couldn't turn the pages
fast enough' 'Absolute rom com perfection!' 'Charming, witty and deliciously readable'
Midlife Crisis Jul 08 2020 Jack is thirty-five and single once again. He is not, as he as quick to
point out, going through a midlife crisis. Still, it would be nice to have a partner. So he sets out
on an adventure to find the one-time love of his life, Bing, a man he hasn't set eyes on in more
than fifteen years, a man who has seemingly vanished off the face of the planet. With the help
of his family and friends -- plus the family dog and, of all people, his high school bully -- he
goes searching for Bing, only to unearth an ages-old mystery that puts them all in grave
danger. In this hysterically funny tale of romance and self-discovery, the question remains right
up to the surprise ending: can we return to our past in order to create better our future?
Christmas Love Stories Oct 23 2021 Christmas is coming – and so is love. Love is in the air this

Christmas, and three couples are finding that working at the holidays comes with an
unexpected benefit – a soul mate. This holiday anthology includes three previously published
novellas, together for the first time in one collection. Each steamy story features a midlife
couple, an alpha male, an independent woman, meddling friends, and a guaranteed happily
ever after. Dating Santa: A Hot Workplace Seasoned Romance Forty-year-old Samantha has
never had much interest in falling in love. Her troubled childhood taught her that the only
person she can rely on is herself. She’s done well for herself, working her way up to manage
the second largest department store in the Pacific Northwest. She has a good job, friends, and
a little dream house with her very own garden. Everything would be perfect if she could just get
through the busy Christmas shopping season and find the perfect Santa to work at the store. It
turns out the perfect Santa is also the perfect man for her. Recently retired after twenty-five
years in the Navy, Dominick is taking some time off as he plans his next move. When his sister
asks him to help her employment agency by applying for a Santa job, Dom figures it will be an
easy way to pass the time. Little does he know he’s about to meet the woman he’s been
looking for his whole life. She claims that she hates Christmas, but he’s going to make it his
mission to make Sammie fall in love with Christmas. If he has any luck, she’ll also fall in love
with Santa himself. Maid for Christmas: A Hot Female Billionaire Romance The woman
sweeping the floor isn't who he thinks she is... When Nina slips into James' office to clean one
evening, he assumes she is the maid. It's an understandable mistake, given that Nina is filling
in for one of her vacationing employees. The high-powered CEO of Johnson Janitorial enjoys
playing undercover boss to stay in touch with her employees and keep herself grounded. When
James asks her out, Nina is cautious. She doesn't want to date a guy who hits on her staff and
flaunts his wealth, but he finally wears her down. After years of guys trying to use her or feeling
intimidated by her wealth, Nina likes the anonymity of being plain old Nina, cleaning lady. But
as their holiday romance blossoms, it becomes harder and harder to justify not telling James
who she really is. When her secret comes out, will James still like her when he realizes her net
worth is so much higher than his? Or can this unlikely couple find a love that lasts longer than
the holidays? Santa’s Claws: An Instalove Paranormal Christmas Romance This year Santa is
getting a Christmas present…a brand new mate! Tony is transitioning back to civilian life after
twenty years in the military and trying to figure out his next steps. When his mom signs him up
to play Santa at Greysden's annual holiday festival, he's not happy about it. After so many
years away from his family, he's lost his love of the holiday, and the last thing the grumpy wolf
wants to do is spread Christmas cheer. Marissa just moved to town, looking for a fresh start to
heal her broken heart. When a growly Santa tracks her down and says he's her fated mate, she
wonders if he's got some kind of brain injury. Humans don't turn into wolves, right? Even
crazier…falling in love with someone she just met. But is it real? Or just a Christmas romance?
This book is perfect for fans of: Hope Ford, Frankie Love, LB Dunbar, Kylie Gilmore, Mia Brody,
Lucy Score, Claire Kingsley, Kathryn Nolan, Pippa Grant, Daniella Brodsky, Kameron Claire,
Fern Fraser, Melissa Foster, Bella Andre, Pamela Kelley, J.H. Croix, Kait Nolan, Donna
McDonald, Erin Wright, Liz Isaacson, Tawna Fenske, and of course, Rose Bak. Download today!
Keywords: Keywords: contemporary romance, romantic comedy, later in life, midlife, friends to
lovers, enemies to lovers, instalove, second chance, reunited, short read, romance novella,
romantic novella, love at first sight, unexpected love, alpha male, curvy woman, strong female
lead, steamy, series, paranormal, paranormal romance, fated mate, rejected mate, humor, rich,
funny, millionaire, billionaire, seasoned romance, comedy, romance, love, work, workplace,
mature couple, romantic, silver fox, milf, bbw, boss, shifter, shape shifter, wolf, bear, small
town, holiday, Christmas, December
Driven to Distraction & Winging It Feb 12 2021 Driven to Distraction by Tina Wainscott
Freewheelin' it Six days, five hours, twenty-four minutes—that's all Barrett Wheeler has left. His
tree-snail research is due, but he's taken up residence temporarily in the wackiest seniors'

community in south Florida. It wouldn't be so bad, but the gorgeous twentysomething free
spirit next door, one Stacy Jenkins, keeps distracting him from his work. Will they have a shot
at some fun in the sun before time runs out? Winging It by Candy Halliday The sky's the limit
Pilot Alec Southerland is just a man who can't say no. Can he help it if women flock to him, or if
he's too considerate to hurt their feelings? He's also exactly the type of man Mackenzie
Malone's mother always warned her about—too good-looking, too popular with the women and
guaranteed to bring heartache. Yet Mackenzie's finding it increasingly difficult pretending her
sexy neighbor doesn't get her motor humming, too, especially when the harder she tries to
avoid him, the more he happens to turn up!
The Trouble With Fairies: A Paranormal Romantic Comedy Novella Sep 21 2021 The Trouble
With Fairies is...they’re awfully hard to get rid of. Kate Fairburn is exasperated with her
charming but irresponsible husband, Nick. Her recent promotion at a prestigious New York
accounting firm requires long hours and additional work, but instead of helping with her stress,
Nick just adds to it. As a children’s book writer and illustrator, he should have plenty of time to
stay home to watch their five-year-old daughter, take care of their Welsh corgi, and manage
their finances and the house. So, why doesn’t he do it? Nick feels like a failure. Though his
wife’s career is soaring, his has hit a dead end with a terminal case of writer’s block. Worse,
ever since her promotion, Kate is no fun anymore. Where did her whimsy go? He’s trying as
hard as he can to do everything and find a bestselling idea for his next book, but doing
housework and paying bills aren’t his strong suits. When Nick forgets to enroll their daughter
in kindergarten and pay some important bills, Kate gives him an ultimatum—grow up and act
responsibly, or she’ll file for separation. Desperate to keep their family together, Nick
impulsively enlists the help of a family of wild and wacky Irish brownies to win back his
estranged wife. Unfortunately, the cure may be worse than the disease. If you like whimsical,
hilarious romances with a bit of spice, you’ll love this novella! Get your copy today! REVIEWS
“The Trouble With Fairies is an absolutely delightful read! A fanciful, magical treat guaranteed
to restore a touch of whimsy to your soul!” —Maggie Shayne "Ms. McCutcheon has written a
story that will touch your heart and help you rediscover the magic of your imagination. I highly
recommend The Trouble With Fairies for those who believe that as long magic lives in your
heart, it can live in your life. -- Under the Covers Book Reviews "We could all use a little whimsy
in our lives--in this tale, it's a requirement. This takes the reader on a magical journey." -- Bell,
Book, and Candle "Pam McCutcheon has crafted a delightful tale featuring extraordinary
characters...a magical story highlighting the importance of believing in a little magic as well as
in each other." -- GEnie RomEx Reviews (Originally published in the Midsummer Night's Magic
Anthology)
The Doc's Double Delivery & Down-Home Diva Apr 16 2021 Avril Vasconcelos had one very
good reason for ditching her fiance at the altar: He was already a father…to someone else's
child. Now, to add insult to injury, he's just hit her with the bill for the entire wedding! Enter
charismatic matrimonial attorney Dale Lambert, who's about to sweep one betrayed runaway
bride off her feet. Nicknamed the "Wolf," Dale is a legend in his field. But the go-for-the-jugular
lawyer has never had a client quite like Avril. Proud and independent, the beauty contest
winner is one sexy, glamorous woman. Can Dale convince her to risk her heart again? And
together, can they transform sizzling nights of passion into a lifetime of love?
Truth Or Dare Jan 26 2022 Sweet and laugh-out-loud romantic comedy shorts. Binge the
complete collection now! What I Don't Like About You Enemies Debbie and Mark are locked in
a basement for a night. A sweet and sizzling prequel to the series. Dare Number One: Kiss Me
Like You Mean It Best friends Holly and Cameron must record a make out session and upload
it onto the internet. Dare Number Two: Don't Fall in Love Friends Michelle and Jonah must go
to a couples retreat in Hawaii and participate in all the activities... but they CAN'T fall in love.
Dare Number Three: Pretend to be Mine High school sweethearts Katia and Ryder must

pretend to be engaged at a family wedding. Sweet romance, laugh-out-loud comedy and a
collection of wonderful, authentic characters who will become your friends. Dive into this
series of short stories about finding love in fun and light-hearted ways. Sizzling Kisses ✓
Based in New York ✓ College Graduates ✓ Witty banter ✓ And happy endings...of course! ✓ ★
Scroll up and one-click now so you don't miss out. ★
Tinsel and Tatas Sep 02 2022 Get a headstart on the holiday spirit by reading for a great cause!
Nearly twenty of today’s most entertaining rom-com authors have teamed up to sell
#Books4Boobs. This collection of holiday shorts ranges from sweet to steamy and promises to
entertain. 100% of proceeds will benefit the Young Survival Coalition, an international
organization focusing on women ages 40 and under who are diagnosed with breast cancer.
Titles and Authors Wilder for the Win by Serena Bell Last One Gets the Booby Prize by Kilby
Blades Tattooed Tatas by Kameron Claire Mixing Merrymas by Dylann Crush A Trivia Pursuit
by Hope Ellis Two Nights to Believe by Melonie Johnson Tits the Season by Tawdra Kandle
Decidedly with Tinsel by Stina Lindenblatt The Great Christmas Race by Elizabeth Lynx All I
Want is You by Claire Marti Wreath this Ring by MK Meredith Star Bright by Susannah Nix Ta
Ta To Heartbreak by Tracey Pedersen Pretty Packages by Marika Ray Rock, Paper, Santa by
Piper Rayne Tinsel Bomb by Arell Rivers A Brit Under the Mistletoe by Brenda St John Brown
Booby Trapped by Sylvie Stewart
I'll Have What She's Having Jan 14 2021 A backstage look at the making of Nora Ephron's
revered trilogy--When Harry Met Sally, You've Got Mail, and Sleepless in Seattle--which brought
romantic comedies back to the fore, and an intimate portrait of the beloved writer/director who
inspired a generation of Hollywood women, from Mindy Kaling to Lena Dunham. In I'll Have
What She's Having entertainment journalist Erin Carlson tells the story of the real Nora Ephron
and how she reinvented the romcom through her trio of instant classics. With a cast of famous
faces including Rob Reiner, Tom Hanks, Meg Ryan, and Billy Crystal, Carlson takes readers on
a rollicking, revelatory trip to Ephron's New York City, where reality took a backseat to romance
and Ephron--who always knew what she wanted and how she wanted it--ruled the set with an
attention to detail that made her actors feel safe but sometimes exasperated crew members.
Along the way, Carlson examines how Ephron explored in the cinema answers to the questions
that plagued her own romantic life and how she regained faith in love after one broken
engagement and two failed marriages. Carlson also explores countless other questions
Ephron's fans have wondered about: What sparked Reiner to snap out of his bachelor blues
during the making of When Harry Met Sally? Why was Ryan, a gifted comedian trapped in the
body of a fairytale princess, not the first choice for the role? After she and Hanks each
separatel balked at playing Mail's Kathleen Kelly and Sleepless' Sam Baldwin, what changed
their minds? And perhaps most importantly: What was Dave Chappelle doing . . . in a
turtleneck? An intimate portrait of a one of America's most iconic filmmakers and a look behind
the scenes of her crowning achievements, I'll Have What She's Having is a vivid account of the
days and nights when Ephron, along with assorted cynical collaborators, learned to show her
heart on the screen.
Spring at Blueberry Bay Aug 21 2021 Welcome to beautiful Hope Island where the sea
sparkles, the daffodils are blooming and a blossoming romance is just around the corner . .
.Bella has always had a sunny outlook and caring nature, despite recently falling on hard times.
When she finds a handsome homeless man on her doorstep, her kind heart tells her she must
help him. So, she invites Isaac into her cottage and into her life in ways she could never have
imagined...But Isaac is not what he seems. He's keeping a huge secret from Bella, yet he never
expected to fall for this open, generous and charming woman.Bella can't ignore the chemistry
between her and Isaac, but she's had her trust badly broken in her past. Will she run when she
learns the truth about Isaac, or will he be the one man who can help Bella believe in love
again?A gorgeously romantic and heartwarming story to completely lose yourself in. Perfect

for fans of Jenny Colgan, Sarah Morgan and Ali McNamara.Read what everyone is saying about
Spring at Blueberry Bay:'OMG this is Holly's best book ever I haven't laughed so much in ages
... hilarious and endearing ... The chemistry is electric (and steamy too).' Goodreads'I absolutely
flew through this book ... A wonderful story that I have no doubt will leave you with a smile!'Rae
Reads'This is a hug in a book and I found it simply delightful' Goodreads'Oh my! I think I've
just fell in love with the amazing Isaac! The characters are just fantastic and incredibly loveable
... The book is jam packed with romance, passion and fun. This is one of the loveliest romances
I've ever read' Goodreads'This is probably the best Holly Martin book I've read so far!
Fantastic, fantastic, fantastic' Stardust Book Reviews
Super Daddies Apr 28 2022 Super Stern. Super Sexy. Super... DADDY!!Seven HOT new
novellas by some of the best-known authors in the genre. Get ready for love, laughs, and all the
comic action that any anthology filled with Daddy Doms who know where to draw the line and
Littles who can't wait to cross them can hold. Have you been super naughty? Don't worry...
have we got a Daddy for that!Included in this anthology are:Weathering Lainey by Stella
MooreLainey Goldberg has spent her entire life believing she's completely normal. Until an evil
corporation tries to kidnap her, a man she only knows as "Daddy" rescues her, and she's
forced to come to terms with the fact that she has powers she never dreamed of. Can she learn
to live under Daddy's rules and come to terms with her new reality? Or will she risk both their
lives by doing things her own way?Little Villain by Golden AngelChaotica is the right hand lady
of the city's biggest villain... until she's captured by the vigilante Pluto. Things haven't been
going well with her Daddy for a long time, so when Pluto suddenly starts making all the right
moves she can't help but wonder... is he just playing a part to get her to talk? Or would she be
better off switching sides and taking a chance on a Daddy who seems too good to be
true?Super Daddy by Allysa Hart and Rayanna JamisonI wasn't the damsel in distress type.
And yet here I was, wrapped up in a shit-show of epic proportions, with a gang of bad guys
after me and a leak somewhere in the ranks of the police department charged with keeping me
safe. The next thing I know, I'm holed up in a talking house with Brian, the butter-voiced
superhero who 'rescued' me against my will. He has a hard-as-steel body and even harder
hands, but there's something about him I just can't resist. I've never needed anyone, and I
don't want to start now, but when he tells me to call him Daddy, I almost believe it when he
says he can keep me safe... Almost...Daddy's Sassy Little Superhero by Adaline RaineI should
have paid more attention to the night things changed, but I didn't. No one ever paid me any
attention, but now I'm super strong. I hurt the baddest man in the city and now he's coming
after me.Daddy Shark by Maren SmithOmmin Jones had always been alone. He had a job, his
own place, and no friends (just the way he liked it). Sadly, all that changed the night he saved
another man's life. Now, despite all his best efforts, everyone wanted his autograph and the
media wouldn't leave him alone. He hated it... right up until he met Britney, a late-night radio
personality and Little as lonely as he was. No, Ommin never meant to be a super hero. But for
one very special Little, he wasn't just Ommin the Sharkman. He was... Daddy Shark!Daddy's
Justice by R.J. GrayWhen Loki and his dark forces ascend on Midgard, my team is dispatched.
The mission: Track down the valkyrie demi-god, Morrigan, and protect her, no matter the cost.
The problem: Morrigan has no idea what she is, she doesn't cooperate, and I, the God of
Justice, am not accustomed to disobedience. Also, falling in love wasn't part of the
assignment. Loki is unstoppable; he'll kill her if he can, but from the moment she calls me
Daddy, everything changes. Now, to get to her, he'll have to go through me... Fat
chance.Ultragirl Powers Up by Emily TiltonMidwestern college girl Susan Corday has just
discovered she's actually the last survivor of a race of alien warriors, whose almost unlimited
powers come directly from her sexual arousal. Can the extremely dominant Nightprince teach
the newly minted Ultragirl to keep her powers in check with his considerable skills as a loving
daddy? Earth's newest superhero is about to find out that she's really a naughty little at heart,

and badly in need of a sound spanking.
Witches Loving Werewolves Dec 01 2019 Witches Loving Werewolves is an anthology full of
queer, trans, sapphic love, all of it with a supernatural twist. Any Witch Way features a witch out
of her depth, trying to juggle new responsibilities with the fact that she turns into a wolf every
full moon all of sudden, and that her cat Pancakes does too. A fish-out-of-water story about
finding yourself in a strange land and strange body. Mutually Assured Seduction is about two
people so dense they have their own gravitational field. Two college warlock rivals challenge
each other to a bet: whoever can stay a girl the longest is the winner and the better mage (it
makes sense to them). Meanwhile, their gay best friends are watching the chaos unfold as best
they can, but they're also a little distracted with each other. A romantic comedy you haven't
seen before. Part-Time Monster is a real coming-of-age story. Damien, son of Lilith (marketing
executive and retired demoness) is trying to deal with the fact that he keeps turning into a
demon girl whenever he gets an anxiety attack. It's straining his school life but more
importantly, his relationship with his best friend Allyssa. What follows is a story of young love,
demon shenanigans and a cool mom. This collection of queer novellas is perfect for anyone
who wants a bite-sized romantic love story, always with a healthy helping of trans themes, selfexploration and acceptance.
Are Men From Mars? & Venus, How Could You? Jun 26 2019 Where the Morgan twins go,
trouble is sure to follow! Are Men from Mars? by Candy Halliday When Dr. Madeline Morgan is
whisked away in a mysterious craft near Roswell, she almost buys in to all those crazy UFO
reports. But wait, these little green men are wearing army fatigues! And hunky Captain Brad
Hawkins isn't all that little…. How is Maddie to know that she's stumbled upon a top secret
military base and has innocently threatened national security? And how can she control herself
under house arrest—with Brad? Venus, How Could You? by Candy Halliday Mary Beth Morgan
has finally hit the big time—a gig on a hot new soap opera, a home on the beach and enough
star power to show her face with confidence at her upcoming high school reunion. But Mary
Beth can't believe her high school sweetheart, Zack, has the nerve to show his face—gorgeous
as it is—after what he did to her, or that he's trying to win her back! How can she forgive the
guy who left her at the altar?
Paris or Bust! Aug 28 2019 Ah,Paris. The city of light…and, of course, romance! When Family
Travel magazine sponsors a Mother of the Year contest, with a trip to Paris and a shopping
spree as the prize, the response is overwhelming! Finalist #1 is Roxanne Perry, a single mother
of four, who isn't positive wealthy entrepreneur Christopher "Kit" Lawrence is right for her, but
his matchmaking father certainly thinks so! Callum Fox had no idea he was a dad, but after
some quick calculating he decides to pay finalist #2—single mom and former love Jody
Reilly—a visit she won't soon forget! Kylie Birmingham, finalist #3, has no time for frivolous
activities like traveling and romance. But her meddling mom has plans. She thinks pilot Wade
McKinnon is perfect for Kylie, and everyone knows Mom is always right! Three unsuspecting
women don't realize that becoming finalists isn't the most excitement they'll ever have…falling
in love is!
ROM Zom Com: A Zombie Anthology May 30 2022 Rom Zom Com, brought to you by
KnightWatch Press is a collection of twelve lovingly crafted tales by a whole host of talented
writers, blending the best of the zombie genre with a touch of romance and a few laughs. And
you know what? Zombies need love too. In this collection of stories there's romance, comedy
and the creeping undead looking for love, looking for brains and going about their business
while survivors figure out they've still got the urge. The opening story, Generation Z, has an
offer that's hard to refuse. In Fitting In you'll find a tale of a being an outsider. In Nesting
Instinct, love drives dangerous heroics while The Ardent Dead sees romance beyond the ages.
One mother makes do in the story, Family Life, while Barney, a beloved cat, causes quite some
trouble in another. Faye finds love in an unexpected place in Faye of the Dead and Lucinda

discovers journals are not all they're cracked up to be in Living Dead in Miami. How you deal
with hungry relatives is the problem in Fifty Years going on Forever, and in Jenny a young man
finds his heroism. In Sing For Your Life we find out just what gets the dead grooving while one
of the most unpleasant of people gets to go on a Blind Date in the last tale. With stories from,
among others, Christine Morgan, David Williamson, Nick Zaino III and Nicholas Knight, you'll
find yourself loving, crying and screaming to the very last page.
One Summer Weekend Feb 24 2022
Harlequin American Romance January 2014 Bundle Feb 01 2020 Harlequin American Romance
brings you four new all-American romances for one great price, available now! This Harlequin
American Romance bundle includes Her Callahan Family Man by USA TODAY bestselling
author by Tina Leonard, Marrying the Cowboy by Trish Milburn, The Surprise Holiday Dad by
Jacqueline Diamond and Rancher at Risk by Barbara White Daille. If you love small towns and
cowboys, watch out for 4 new Harlequin American Romance titles every month! Romance the
all-American way!
Hate Me Like You Mean It Oct 03 2022 Hate (or is it love?) is in the air in this enemies-to-lovers
romantic comedy anthology. Find your happily ever after with six smart and sexy, feel-good
romcoms. Stories range from sweet to medium steam level.Available for a limited time
only.100% of proceeds from preorders will be donated to the Animal Welfare Institute.This
anthology includes never before published standalone titles:Tracy Krimmer: Barking Up The
Wrong TreeHilary Grossman: Cop An AttitudeHolly Kerr: Bite MeAllie Boniface: Dare MeLiz
Alden: The Rival In South AfricaSarah Peis: Booby Trap
12 Days / Young 80 Oct 30 2019 12 Days A romantic comedy; a man, a woman, a dog, a
challenge, romance, laughter, memories, love & hope. Young 80 A horror; a young woman, a
foggy night, a race home, trapped, scared, confused, crazy, an old woman, an empty room, a
lost love and hope.
Wild Midnight Mar 04 2020 A rich young woman finds danger, deception, and desire where she
least expects in this breathtaking novel from the award-winning author. Rachel Brinton came
from her comfortable home in Philadelphia to the savage and breathtakingly beautiful land of
sultry South Carolina to help with the rebuilding of lives of the poor Ashepoo River tenant
farmers. Rachel, though, finds a danger she never dreamed imaginable. His name is Beau
Tillson, known as Beau Devil. This intoxicatingly dark and brooding man is the master of Belle
Haven—and of Rachel’s heart. Beau continually fights against his emerging feelings for Rachel,
for she is a threat to everything he holds dear. But as time passes and another threat emerges,
Rachel is forced into the arms of this man who could be yet another danger, a man with a
personality as dark as midnight.
Forbidden Objects Jul 28 2019 Georgia’s tarnished past unleashes an otherworldly evil in this
“marvelous novel . . . southern gothic at its best” (Charles L. Grant, author of the Black Oak
series). Lazarus was his name, an evil which "rose from the dead" off a slave ship to control the
Georgia plantation with fear and the obeah: the evil instruments of conjure. Does his evil and
his anger extend beyond the grave beyond space and time? Elizabeth Franklin Jefferson,
called "Frankie" by her friends, is a descendant of slave owners and sensitive to the world
beyond. But now Frankie and her cousin, Julian, have awakened an evil long thought put to
rest: Lazarus and his deadly obeah. Now everyone in Frankie's family has started to die—will
Frankie be next?
Amor Actually Apr 04 2020 Nochebuena. One Party. Nine Happily Ever Afters. It’s Christmas
Eve in New York City, when anything is possible. For these couples, it’s the season to find true
love. From second chances, big leaps, missed connections, and reconnections, this charming
collection celebrates the spirit of the holidays and delivers nine perfect HEAs. From seven
acclaimed and bestselling Latina authors—Zoey Castile, Alexis Daria, Adriana Herrera, Diana
Muñoz Stewart, Priscilla Oliveras, Sabrina Sol, and Mia Sosa—comes a holiday romance

collection like never before. Make the Yuletide Gay • Adriana Herrera After a string of broken
engagements, an international Latin Pop Star finds love in her sexy and constant manager.
Days before her big live holiday special, Vivi wonders if the woman of her dreams could finally
be hers. Only Yours • Sabrina Sol The Mayor of New York embarks on a Christmas Eve search
to find the woman he loves before she gets away. Meet Me Under the Mistletoe • Priscilla
Oliveras Challenged by his friends to find a plus one to Nochebuena dinner or else, widower
Hector Gutierrez isn’t sure he’s still got any good moves left. That is until he strikes the right
chord with his son’s music teacher, Cristina. All I Want for Nochebuena • Alexis Daria When
sparks fly between adult film stars Honey and Julie, Honey must work up the courage to invite
Julie to her family’s holiday party or risk losing what she really wants for Nochebuena—a
chance at true love. Santa’s Eager Little Helper • Mia Sosa Sarita’s plan to confess her crush on
a coworker goes awry when she’s tasked with playing the Sexy Elf to his grumpy Santa. Will
she seize the opportunity to make Carlos’s naughty list, or will she spend another Nochebuena
alone? The Nochebuena Dating Dare • Diana Muñoz Stewart Eneida Lucero takes a second
chance on love with the handsome musical director at her school—even if it means causing
some Nochebuena drama with her ex-husband and familia. Love in Spanglish • Zoey Castile A
heartbroken romance writer gets snowed in with a novel-worthy hero who may just make her
believe in love again. To Us, You Are Perfect • Alexis Daria & Adriana Herrera Newlyweds
Pasquale and Yamilette’s Christmas is just short of perfect. The missing piece is their best
friend Marcelo, who has loved them from afar for years. This Nochebuena, they’ll finally
complete their happily ever after. The Great Holiday Escape • Zoey Castile Gigi is always on the
hustle, making sure her little sister has everything she needs including a big Christmas Eve
fiesta with all their friends and family. That night, Gigi receives an all-expenses-paid trip to a
luxe South Beach weekend where not one, but two beautiful strangers steal her heart.
Romantic Comedy Mar 16 2021 THE AMAZING NEW NOVEL FROM CURTIS SITTENFELD
'Curtis Sittenfeld is in a league of her own' GUARDIAN 'Anyone who reads Sittenfeld will read
anything she ever writes' THE TIMES A TV script writer thinks she's over romance, until an
unlikely love interest upends all her assumptions: a humorous, subversive and tender-hearted
novel from the New York Times and Sunday Times bestselling author of Rodham, American
Wife and Prep. _____________ Life is (not)* a Romantic Comedy... With a series of heartbreaks
under her belt, Sally Milz - successful TV script writer for a legendary late-night TV comedy
show - has long abandoned the search for love. But when her friend and fellow writer begins to
date a glamorous actress, he joins the growing club of interesting but average-looking men
who get to date accomplished, beautiful women. Sally channels her annoyance into a sketch,
poking fun at this 'social rule'. The reverse never happens for a woman. Then Sally meets
Noah, a pop idol with a reputation for dating models. But this isn't a romantic comedy - it's real
life. Would someone like him ever date someone like her? Skewering all our certainties about
why we fall in love, ROMANTIC COMEDY is a witty and probing tale of how the heart will follow
itself, no matter what anyone says. It is Curtis Sittenfeld at her most sharp, daring and
compassionate best. 'One of my favourite writers' KATE ATKINSON, author of Life after Life
and Shrines of Gaiety
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